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INTRODUCTION A good understanding of molecular mechanisms governing shock induced chemical decomposition in condensed explosives is important to studies of shock sensitivity and the development of new energetic materials. While the need for achieving this understanding has long been recognized, progress has been slow because of the inherent complexity of the scientific issues and the difficulty in conducting the desired shock compression experiments on explosives [1,2]. Historically, the development and use of energetic materials in ordnance applications has relied on advances in formulation and synthesis of energetic materials and correlating these to data from tests designed to measure performance and sensitivity for applications of interest. On the analytic side, studies have focused mainly on the mathematical modeling of phenomena related to the generation, propagation, and stability of detonation waves [I-41. Plane shock wave experiments provide a well controlled method to examine shock initiation (defined as the onset of measurable chemical decomposition) in condensed energetic materials [S] . Because the loading times in these experiments are comparable to the characteristic times associated with structural and chemical changes, they provide a unique opportunity to examine time dependent microscopic processes associated with these changes. Experimental developments in the United States, the Former Soviet Union, and France in the late sixties and seventies have resulted in time resolved continuum measurements on a large number of explosives [5, 6] . These data have provided considerable information on the properties of unreacted and reacted explosives. Phenomenological models have been developed to infer details regarding reaction kinetics and energy release rates from stress and/or particle velocity histories. A good account of the macroscopic or continuum mechanisms governing shock sensitivity and the subsequent coupling of chemical decomposition to hydrodynamic flow may be seen in Part Three of Reference 2. In contrast to the considerable progress in continuum measurements and analyses, a good understanding of molecular mechanisms remains a challenging problem primarily due to the lack of real time spectroscopy data in shocked condensed explosives. Some representative examples of the theoretical work on molecular mechanisms governing decomposition and experimental measurements on recovered samples are summarized in Part Two of Reference 2.
The remainder of this paper reviews some recent developments associated with shock induced chemical decomposition by defining the key scientific issues, indicating experimental approaches to time resolved optical spectroscopy, and summarizing some results from our ongoing work on liquid nitromethane. Current limitations of such studies and future directions are indicated. As requested by the workshop organizers, the paper is intended to provide an overview of the developments. More details may be seen in the cited literature.
SCIENTIFIC ISSUES
Because of the emphasis on microscopic mechanisms, the present discussion is restricted to energetic materials that are macroscopically homogenous. We consider the propagation of a plane shock wave in a homogenous explosive and the subsequent build up of pressure due to the initiation of a chemical reaction and the release of chemical energy. It is convenient to consider this problem in three sequential stages:
1.
Transfer of energy from the shock wave to the energetic material, that is, "excitation" of the molecules.
.
Initial and subsequent molecular changes associated with chemical decomposition of the "excited molecules.
3.
Significant energy release and coupling of this energy to the propagating shock wave resulting in macroscopically observable pressure increase.
The stages indicated above are an idealization and there will likely be an overlap between these stages depending on the characteristic times associated with each stage. The incorporation of macroscopically heterogeneous materials does not change the problem conceptually; it does introduce an extra complexity at the continuum level because of inhomogenous deformation in the material. Almost all of the shock wave research on condensed explosives has concentrated on the third stage or the reactive flow problem [I-41 . This emphasis is due primarily to the close relationship of such studies to practical considerations of performance, stability, and safety in various applications. While the benefits of continuum studies on shocked energetic materials are well recognized, it is not possible to get information about the fust two stages from the continuum data alone.
Regarding the question of energy transfer, the rise time of the shock front and the nature of atomic/molecular changes at the front are central to understanding this aspect of the problem. As Dremin has pointed out [7] , the creators of the ZND model likely envisioned the shock front to be equal to the mean free path of a few molecules and thus their assumption of no reaction in the front seemed reasonable. However, the tremendous rates of loading at the front can significantly alter the material state which in turn influences the subsequent chemical decomposition [7] . For a mechanical disturbance involving the motion of ions or atoms, rise times are expected to be lOOfs or larger. Hence, an examination of how the energy is transferred from the shock wave to molecules in a condensed material requires fast diagnostics. While several competing hypotheses have been put forward [8-101, the energy transfer mechanism remains an open question because of a lack of experimental data. The mechanisms proposed by Faust, and Dlott and Fayer represent a start on this challenging problem [9, 10] . Although molecular dynamics calculations are expected to be quite beneficial [ll] , high time resolution data (ps time scales) are needed to address this issue.
Most of the experimental effort on examining molecular changes has concentrated on the second part, that is, spectroscopic measurements behind the shock front. This is the principal theme of the remainder of this paper.
OPTICAL SPECTROSCOPY EXPERIMENTS
The need to understand the shock response of condensed materials at the atomic/molecular level led to the development of optical spectroscopy methods, during the eighties, at several organizations: CEA (France), Livermore, Los Alamos, NRL (Washington, D.C.), Sandia, and our laboratory at Washington State University. These measurements can be divided into two categories: electronic spectroscopy (absorption emission, fluorescence, and reflection) and vibrational spectroscopy (CARS, TRISP, Spontaneous Raman) . A noteworthy aspect of the work at Washington State University has been the development of time resolved measurements for both electronic and vibrational spectroscopies. Although time resolved measurements are inherently more difficult, such data are essential for understanding the mechanisms and kinetics that govern time dependent processes such as shock induced chemical decomposition.
During the last fifteen years, time resolved absorption, reflection, fluorescence, and Raman measurements have been obtained on both liquids and solids at Washington State University. Details of our work and spectroscopy efforts by others may be seen in published articles and reviews [12-161. Here we briefly summarize how the optical spectroscopy experiments are conducted and the current limitations of such measurements.
Optical spectroscopy under shock loading can be considered as a "pump and probe" experiment where the pump is the propagating shock wave. Although there exist many techniques for producing shock waves, flyer plate impact methods provide the best control for producing pulses of known amplitude and duration. Because of the single event nature of the experiment and because the pump is a large amplitude mechanical shock wave produced by impact, these experiments are quite challenging. Figure 1 shows a typical experimental setup that is used for our time resolved spectroscopy measurements in shocked liquid nitromethane r17-191. In our impact experiments, thin liquid samples (ranging from 10 to 250 pm depending on the spectroscopic method) are subjected to step-wise-loading (SWL) due to shock reverberation between two optical windows (typically, sapphire crystals); for a solid sample the front window can be eliminated. By varying the impactor velocity and thickness, shock wave amplitudes and durations can be controlled precisely.
Raman measurements are obtained continuously at pre-determined time intervals (few ns to 50 ns) while the sample is being subjected to shock wave, uniaxial strain loading. Light from a pulsed laser is sent to the sample and scattered light is dispersed in frequency by the spectrometer, temporally dispersed by the electronic streak camera and recorded on a two-dimensional CCD detector; the data consist of intensity-frequency-time output. Other optical components are indicated in the figure; all light transmission to and from the sample is carried out using optical fibers. For destructive experiments, this is an important feature. Using appropriate trigger pins, the pulsed laser and the streak camera are carefully synchronized with both the impact event and the arrival of a the shock wave at the sample. For high time resolution, time synchronization becomes an increasingly difficult and important problem.
The electronic spectroscopy experiments, particularly reflection and luminescence experiments, are quite similar in setup because both of them utilize a back scattering geometry. The absorption experiment utilizes a single pass transmission measurement and, as such, the impactor arrangement has to be modified to permit light to come from the impactor side [18] . Further details on all of these experimental methods may be seen elsewhere [18-201. It is worth emphasizing that despite the sophistication of the optical spectroscopy measurements, such data are of limited value unless the continuum parameters (stress amplitude, pulse duration, and temperature when applicable) are precisely known. Hence, the optical measurements compliment the continuum data but are not a substitute for these data. In all of our work, a careful attempt is made to correlate the optical spectroscopy data with continuum results.
Before concluding the brief discussion on optical spectroscopy experiments, a non-trivial issue associated with these measurements needs to be mentioned. Because a shock wave is a propagating disturbance, both spatial and temporal variations need to be considered for the physical quantities of interest. It is for this reason that time resolved continuum measurements using Lagrangian probes (stress andlor particle velocity histories at a fmed material location) have proven immensely beneficial to reactive flow studies [21] . Ideally, one would want the highest spatial and temporal resolution to be achieved simultaneously in the spectroscopy experiments. It is not obvious how such data can be obtained with existing detector technology. In our experiments, we have attempted to meet this requirement by using thin samples (-10-100 pm) and recording the spectra with ns resolution. The price we pay is that the sample reaches the peak state through step-wise-loading (SWL) and not through a single shock. By using very thin samples, the total time for shocking up may be reduced considerably but it will still take several steps to reach the peak stress. Alternatively, experiments can be carried out on thick samples to achieve single shock loading but it is not clear that very high spatial and temporal resolution can be achieved for a time-dependent process. Examination of the propagating shock front remains an important challenge.
IV . SHOCK RESPONSE OF NITROMETHANE
To date, the most comprehensive optical spectroscopy work on a shocked condensed energetic material is the effort on liquid nitromethane at Washington State University 117-19,221. Although it is not possible to summarize all aspects of our nitromethane work in a few pages, some features of this work that are important to this workshop are indicated here. Two other examples of comprehensive spectroscopic investigations of shock induced molecular changes may be seen in the Los Alamos work on liquid diatomics [23] (particularly nitrogen) and the work on liquid CS2 at Washington State University [24] .
Nitromethane is an insensitive high explosive that is well suited for investigation at an academic institution. It has served as a good prototype material for investigating chemical decomposition in nitrocompounds. Because of these reasons, it is one of the best studied energetic materials and there is a What are the molecular changes associated with shock induced decomposition in nitromethane?
2.
Are the differences in pure and sensitized nitromethane response merely differences in threshold pressure and temperature or are the molecular mechanisms themselves different?
3.
How are the spectroscopic and continuum studies related?
4.
Is the initiation of chemical reaction in nitromethane controlled by pressure or by temperature?
In addition to these issues, there were a number of other needs that were addressed in this work. Among the most prominent of these tasks was the development of an equation of state for liquid nitromethane for use at different initial temperatures. The experimental work on sensitized nitromethane was carried out by G. Pangilinan and C. Constantinou while the pure nitromethane work has comprised the Ph. D thesis of J.M. Winey. Extensive studies [17-19, 221 using both electronic and vibrational spectroscopy on pure and sensitized nitromethane (addition of 0.1 wt. percent of ethylenediamine) were conducted. To establish that the data corresponded to irreversible chemical changes, a number of unloading experiments were carried out; in these experiments, the shock pressure is unloaded to very small values while maintaining the sample in a state of uniaxial strain.
The electronic spectroscopy experiments are simpler to carry out and are valuable in establishing threshold conditions for irreversible changes and for examining the kinetics of the decomposition. Winey's measurements on pure nitromethane at different initial temperatures have been very useful in inferring induction times, defined as the time delay between the shock first arriving at the sample and the occurrence of an irreversible change in the electronic spectra [22] . In thermal explosion models, the induction time is related to the reciprocal of the reaction rate. Winey's results demonstrate that, as expected, the absorption data provide a more sensitive probe of the reaction process. This inference is based on the smaller induction time observed in the spectroscopy experiments in contrast to the continuum data. The absorption data from experiments conducted at different initial temperatures show a strong correlation with the calculated peak temperatures and minimal dependence on pressure [22] .
While the electronic spectroscopy measurements are very useful as indicated above, they are difficult to analyze to obtain detailed information about the molecular changes. Hence, we have invested a considerable effort in obtaining good time resolved Raman measurements in shocked nitromethane. A recent paper has presented the first evidence of the ability to continuously monitor molecular changes associated with the onset of a chemical reaction in a shocked explosive [19] . In the following paragraphs, we summarize some of the important findings from our Raman measurements [17, 19, 22] . Further details will be presented elsewhere [22, 34] .
In shocked nitromethane, we are able to monitor several of the intramolecular modes: CN stretch (917 cm-l), superposed NO2 stretchICH3 bend (1400 cm-I11377 cm-l), and the CH3 stretch (2968 cm-1). Studies of unreacted shocked nitromethane showed hardening of different modes and a relative enhancement of the NO2 stretcNCHg bend [17] . A representative example of the changes in the Raman spectra in pure nitromethane shocked to 14 GPa is presented in Figure 2 . For clarity, not all of the spectra are shown. These data clearly reveal the mode hardening with pressure. As discussed elsewhere [17, 18] , the response of pure nitromethane is completely reversible to a peak pressure of 14 GPa under step-wise-loading (SWL). As shown in Winey's work, pure nitromethane undergoes irreversible changes at 16-17 GPa and higher pressures, and at higher initial temperatures [22] . The higher peak pressure threshold under SWL, in contrast to single shock loading, is a consequence of the lower peak temperature attained under SWL loading [22] .
In contrast to pure nitromethane, our electronic spectroscopy results had shown that sensitized nitromethane (0.1 wt. percent ethylenediamine) undergoes an irreversible change at peak pressures in the vicinity of 10 GPa (the exact threshold pressure has not been determined) [IS] . To investigate the molecular changes associated with the chemical decomposition in sensitized nitromethane, a series of Raman measurements were carried out in sensitized nitromethane [19, 34] . Representative spectra of sensitized nitromethane shocked to 14 GPa are presented in Figure 3 . Initially, mode hardening and some broadening can be observed in the spectra. The most dramatic result is the difference between the last two spectra which show the complete disappearance of the CN bond while the other modes, though broadened, are clearly present. These results have been c o n f i e d by higher resolution experiments. Unlike the pure nitromethane spectra at the same shock pressure, the major changes observed in sensitized nitromethane are irreversible.
Our data is consistent with the hypothesis of Cook and Haskins 1331 that CN bond scission is important in the shock induced decomposition of mine sensitized nitromethane. They carried out abinitio molecular orbital calculations to show that the activation energy for breaking the CN bond is lowered significantly because of the interaction of the amino group with the nitromethane molecule. We conclude by pointing out that Winey's results demonstrate that not only is the threshold shock pressure (and temperature) higher for a chemical reaction in pure nitromethane but the reaction mechanism is different [22] . Unlike sensitized nitromethane, CN bond scission is not the first step in the chemical decomposition of pure nitromethane. To summarize, the presence of mine is not merely a catalyst for the nitromethane reaction; instead, it changes the mechanism of decomposition in shocked nitromethane.
V . DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
The nitromethane work has demonstrated clearly the ability to monitor molecular changes associated with shock induced chemical decomposition in condensed energetic materials. Despite this exciting development, numerous challenging problems remain both in experimental and theoretical work. Using the nitromethane work as a representative example, some specific issues are discussed first. Next, some broader issues and future needs are commented upon.
Some of the unresolved issues pertaining to the nitromethane work are: temperature measurements in the unreacted material to better define the threshold pressure and temperature conditions and to permit comparisons with more conventional decomposition studies; determining the specific cause of the large background increase (intensity change) and identifying the subsequent reactions and products beyond the initial onset of decomposition; further details about the molecular processes that lead to the lowering of the CN bond energy because of the presence of the amine. Cook and Haskins [33] , and Constantinou [25] have put forward conflicting suggestions as to how this occurs. Resolution to these ideas will require experiments designed to evaluate the different suggestions.
Issues indicated in the preceding paragraph are also expected to arise in similar studies on other materials. Resolution to these issues will require the ability to obtain and analyze intensity measurements with high precision. This is not a simple matter and we are currently conducting an in-depth examination of the response of various components used for signal detection and recording. Given the inherently weak Raman signals, improvements in signal-to-noise ratio remain an ongoing challenge.
At a broader level, we emphasize the need for parallel theoretical studies that can provide guidance to the experimental effort. Given the complexity, cost, and time associated with shock wave experiments, it is not possible to resolve scientific issues by gathering vast amounts of data. Unlike conventional spectroscopy experiments, the spectral and temporal windows have to be pre-determined and current limitations on detectors necessitate a compromise between spectral coverage and spectral resolution. In most of our experiments, we obtain low dispersion measurements (similar to Figures 2 and 3) followed by higher dispersion measurements. Theoretical calculations can significantly increase the efficiency of the experimental work.
An obvious extension of the present work is to examine energetic solids. Dick and coworkers at Los Alamos have drawn interesting correlations between their continuum measurements and optical emission data and suggested a potential micromechanism for shock initiation based on the idea of steric hindrance [35] . Dick has also put forward ideas as to how such a mechanism might work for crystalline nitromethane 1361. We expect to start work in the near future on energetic solids using the electronic and vibrational spectroscopy techniques reported here.
The question of how a shock wave imparts energy to energetic materials is an important one. Dremin has pointed out the need for examining the shock front; this is a problem of long standing both in energetic and non-energetic materials. Given the temporal resolution needs, there is not a simple or obvious way to carry out such measurements. We are currently investigating potential experimental approaches that may permit sub-nanosecond time resolution. With regards to the energy transfer problem, molecular dynamics calculations on a realistic system (including incorporation of atomic defects) are expected to be valuable. As stated earlier, the work by Dlott and Fayer provides a comprehensive description of a potential mechanism [lo] . Although their hypothesis appears attractive for many situations, it is not clear how their mechanism can explain the observations of Dick and coworkers on crystalline solids [35] .
In conclusion, we point out that the subject of shock induced chemical reactions in condensed energetic materials is at an exciting stage. Experimental and theoretical developments have made it possible to address issues that could not be addressed even a few years ago. There exists now the potential for linking molecular mechanisms to continuum and hydrodynamic phenomena. However, the scientific issues of interest are exceedingly complex. In our opinion, careful selection of a limited number of materials and sustained studies on these materials by different groups will be needed to achieve success. Interactions similar to those that took place at this workshop are most beneficial.
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